
(David’s note to readers: This file deviates slightly from the slides that I presented at the WSRA
conference in Spokane on May 1 2019. Specifically, I’ve corrected one key data point that was reported 
incorrectly, and have added back in several slides regarding the importance of waste prevention that I 
had omitted in Spokane in the interest of time. I hope you find this revised “Director’s Cut” to be helpful 
in your work.)

Good morning. For the next hour, I invite you to step back and look at a bigger picture. Let’s take stock of 
where we are, where we hope to be, and whether we’re on a trajectory that will get us there. What are 
we trying to accomplish? Do we have the right tools in our toolbox? Does our measurement system point 
us in the right direction? These are the topics I want to explore today. I’m going to share some of the 
results of two new studies that we’ve just completed, that explore the wisdom of popular material 
attributes such as “recyclability” and “compostability”. And explore what that means in the context of 
two broad movements, the movements of “Zero Waste” and “Circular Economy”.
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These two movements have in some ways converged. “Zero Waste” is commonly understood to mean 
zero waste to landfill. This requires that almost all wastes must be reused, recycled or composted. 
“Circular Economy” appears to encourage that all materials should be kept in circular loops. These basic 
interpretations are just two sides of the same coin.

By way of introduction, Oregon has recently transitioned to a different policy framework, sustainable 
materials management. I know that some of you are skeptical of this approach when it comes to 
materials. That’s fair. 

Like Washington state, Oregon’s laws are the product of compromise. Regardless, I would hope that 
people of good intention can learn from each other. Whatever you think of Oregon’s approach, I want to 
be clear that if your motivation is to protect the environment; if you work to serve others; then you have 
my respect. At the same time, we need to be able to respectfully explore different approaches, and 
question our assumptions. 

I have some strong medicine to share. Some of you will find its taste to be bitter. Please know that my 
motivation is the same as yours. We’re all working for a sustainable future.

There’s a lot of emotion around the topic of waste. Indeed, the very concept of waste, of garbage, can 
generate strong, visceral feelings of aversion. The recycling community has at times successfully tapped 
into that raw emotion. 

In the cause of protecting the environment, engaging those emotions are helpful, but insufficient. 
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Emotions can lead us astray. We need our emotional response to be tempered by reason. 

Protecting the environment requires that we understand it. We need to hew to objective measures of 
physical phenomena, including material flows and pollution, even if the data runs contrary to our mental 
models or beliefs of how the world operates.
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Oregon’s policy framework – sustainable materials management – is based on an understanding that 
materials have impacts on the environment across their full life cycle. Resource extraction, 
manufacturing, transportation, use, and at end-of-life. Each of these life cycle stages also present 
opportunities to reduce impacts. Achieving a sustainable future will require action across all of these 
stages. And if your employer doesn’t allow you to operate in that way – if your job is just to manage 
discards – then I hope you can at least consider the larger context in which you operate. What makes 
sense from an end-of-life perspective may have unintended consequences elsewhere. You may not even 
be aware of those. But we need to invest in strategies that serve as onramps to larger and more 
transformative change, as opposed to sectarian cul-de-sacs or dead-ends. 

So let’s take a quick look at the ideas of Zero Waste and Circular Economy.
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Originally, the Zero Waste movement was about reducing all types of wastes. Yes, municipal solid waste, 
but also the waste of energy and water. And the waste of all other matter that is released into the 
environment in the form of pollution – toxics, water and air pollution, including greenhouse gases. Waste 
is any matter that once had value but was then discarded or dispersed. But something happened to zero 
waste. It was simplified to just focus on garbage and landfill avoidance. The broader meaning was lost. 
And that was tragic, since in this country at least, municipal solid waste just isn’t a very impactful form of 
pollution any more. There are a few exceptions, such as marine debris, which we’ll come back to in a few 
minutes. But compared to, say, the existential crisis of climate change, or the dispersal and concentration 
of toxics, municipal solid waste in this country just isn’t a very big threat.
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Circular economy has suffered a similar fate. The Ellen McArthur Foundation has popularized this 
concept. And if you look at their definition you’ll find it is more than just keeping materials in circular 
loops. Indeed, their definition is an economy where pollution is designed out, materials are kept in 
circular loops, and natural systems are restored.  

The Foundation offers no guidance regarding the relative prioritization of these conditions. Hopefully, we 
can achieve all three. But sometimes they will work at cross purposes. So how you would prioritize these? 
I’d like to see a show of hands. Would you advocate for keeping materials in circular loops if that 
increased pollution or degrade natural systems? 

Right. Because reducing pollution and conserving natural systems are the higher order goals. Recycling 
can be a means to achieve those goals. But it isn’t the only means, and it doesn’t always achieve the 
desired outcome. And yet almost all of the programming of the CE movement is about looping of 
materials. Like zero waste, something very important has been lost. 

So let’s explore what emerging sustainability science is telling us. Let’s start with this question: 

What is the environmental problem we’re trying to solve? 
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There are many problems. But let me propose a summary problem statement, in two parts.

(animate) First, the Earth is a finite system with a finite amount of solar gain. It can provide us with a 
finite level of resources that we could use in perpetuity. We need to use resources below that level.

(animate) Second, the Earth has finite ability to absorb and metabolize our wastes (writ large). We need 
to emit wastes below that level.

If we can use resources below the rate that nature can provide in perpetuity, and if we can emit wastes –
of all types – at levels below what nature can absorb in perpetuity – only then, will be sustainable. This 
isn’t about being less bad. This is about being viable. It’s a budgeting exercise. Humanity needs to live 
within global budgets for resources and wastes. Improvements in sustainability science are making it 
easier to quantify these budgets. We’re not there yet, but it is getting easier. And this is shedding new 
light on the gap between where we are now, and where we need to be. That gap is called “overshoot” –
the extent to which we’re using resources and producing wastes in excess of the earth’s ability to provide 
and absorb them.  

Getting ourselves below overshoot should be the highest order goal of environmental policy.  Everything 
else should be a means to that end.

So let’s consider two specific environmental issues. The first involves the marine environment.
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Plastic packaging is a major problem in the oceans. The reality of these pictures pull at our heartstrings. 
And this is just the tip of the iceberg. The most frequently cited estimate is that the US contributes about 
80,000 tons per year of plastic packaging directly into the world’s oceans. That is 80,000 tons too much.
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It is also less than one percent of the global total. We can totally eliminate plastic leakage from the US 
and it will barely register in the world’s oceans. 

So what could we do about this problem? There are several strategies that have been attempted or 
proposed.
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(animate) We could limit the use of plastics that aren’t marine degradable. That could help, although 
there may be some trade-offs between materials.

(animate) We could improve litter prevention and control. 

(animate) We could recycle more. Although it isn’t clear how much that would actually reduce marine 
plastics.

For example, Oregon’s bottle bill is a recycling system that uses a financial incentive to reduce 
litter, and that in turn reduces marine plastics.

But otherwise, it isn’t clear how more recycling in this country actually reduces the flow of 
plastics into the ocean. Curbside recycling keeps plastic out of landfill, not oceans. And if we 
export bales of mixed plastics to countries that lack basic solid waste infrastructure then some of 
those plastics may end up in the oceans.

(animate) We could use compostable plastic, but the linkage there with oceans is very weak.

Sending compostable plastics to a compost facility again, keeps them out of the landfill, not the 
ocean.

And if the finished compost ends up being contaminated with fragments of plastic, then the use 
of that compost could be a vector for marine debris. 
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(animate) In doing any of this, we could exaggerate the benefits of proposed solutions. For example, we 
could say that many of the plastics disposed of in landfills end up in the oceans. This kind of deception has 
been used to advocate for local plastic bans in some Washington communities, but the longer-term effect 
of lying to the public is corrosive to both democracy and the cause of sustainability. 

(animate) Alternatively, we could focus on reducing plastic leakage where most of the leakage occurs, in 
Asia, or on domestic sources that likely contribute more plastics into the oceans than packaging, such as 
effluent from washing machines.

So certain solutions on this list are more effective. Others are less effective. But one other thing is clear. 
Plastics are not the only threat to the ocean.
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We are dumping massive quantities of nitrogen and phosphorous into the oceans, a result of growing 
biological feedstocks for foods, fuels, and materials. Nutrient runoff results in eutrophication, which can 
deprive the marine environment of oxygen. The Dead Zone in the Gulf of Mexico, an area larger than 
New Jersey, is one example. 
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Toxic chemicals from both industrial processes and consumer products are also finding their way into the 
oceans, accumulating and concentrating in keystone species such as your resident orca pod. 
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Some of you may recall a horrific event in 2014 when 120,000 dead auklets washed up on the Pacific 
beaches between California and BC. What caused this massive die-off? Plastic straws? Toxics? No. 
Researchers at the University of Washington concluded that this was a result of global warming, the giant 
warm blob off the Pacific coast that upended the food chain and caused a mass die-off.

All of these impacts can be traced back, either in whole or in large part, to our production and use of 
materials, not limited to plastics. So while marine plastic pulls at our heart-strings, we need to think 
about materials more broadly. It isn’t just litter that hurts the oceans. If we aren’t thoughtful, swapping 
one material for another simply trades one form of pollution for another. To solve this problem, we’ll 
need to consider and reduce multiple types of wastes, not just garbage. We’ll need to pursue “Zero 
Wastes” not just “Zero Waste”. And we’ll need to design out pollution, as opposed to simply keeping 
materials in circular loops. 

So let’s return to climate change.
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Oregon estimates our state’s contribution to climate change using two different accounting frameworks. 
Our sector-based inventory, here in blue, focuses primarily on in-state emissions. Oregon’s consumption-
based inventory, in orange, shows the emissions worldwide that stem from our consumption, 
consumption being the root driver of climate change. 
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Taking a closer look, our consumption of energy contributes one-third, services about one-quarter, and 
materials the most, about 41 percent. 
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Focusing on materials, just one percent of these emissions come from landfills and waste combustion, 
while 99 percent occurs upstream of the consumer, in resource extraction, manufacturing, and transport. 

Recycling and composting reduce emissions both upstream and downstream of the consumer. 
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Most of the climate benefits of recycling are upstream, when recycled wastes displace virgin materials in 
manufacturing. In the case of Oregon, recycling reduces the equivalent of tailpipe emissions from almost 
700,000 passenger cars.
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So what would this look like if we recycled and composted all of our wastes, the nirvana of “zero waste”? 
Achieving a 90 percent recovery rate, in a best case scenario, would reduce these emissions . . .
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. . . by an additional three percent or so. That’s fine. But understand:

The most recent IPCC assessment shows that to avoid the worst effects of climate change – and here I 
mean, the loss of up to half of all species on this planet, the deaths of a million people and the 
displacement of tens of millions more – to avoid these impacts, we need to reduce all of these emissions 
by 90 to 95 percent.

So there’s nothing wrong with recycling, and we need more and better recycling. But it is radically 
insufficient. We must activate additional solutions. We need to reduce, and reuse, first. We need lower-
carbon and less-impactful materials. Because recycling everything won’t get us anywhere close to where 
we need to be. Neither will composting. Total recycling and composting will win the battle against the 
landfill but will not win the war for a sustainable future.

I’ve shared a version of this at WSRA in 2013, but the math is now much more compelling. And some of 
you have told me “OK, that’s interesting, but protecting the environment actually isn’t my job. My job is 
to manage discards.”

So if that’s all you can do, I hope you can at least be aware of how your work impacts the bigger system. 
And also be aware that an agenda of recycling-only can have some unintended consequences. 
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The first is that while recycling has the potential to be helpful, it can also cause harm. Look no further 
than the many Superfund sites that are former metal recyclers. Or the irresponsible export of materials 
to countries that lack basic infrastructure.  
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The second limitation is that – as with all endeavors – pushing higher and higher recovery rates results in 
marginally decreasing benefits, and marginally increasing costs and impacts. For example, Oregon’s 
statewide recovery rate is about 43 percent, but that 43 percent has achieved 56 percent of the potential 
climate benefit of waste recovery. We’ve picked the low hanging fruit. At a certain point, the costs and 
impacts of waste recovery will exceed the benefits.
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A third caveat is that recovery programs have the potential to undermine other solutions. As one 
business leader told me, “why should I prevent waste if I’m already recycling everything. I’m keeping 
everything out of the landfill, isn’t that what you wanted?

Researchers at Washington State University, Ohio State and others have documented that participation 
in recycling behaviors can actually disactivate prevention, leading people to use and waste more 
resources, potentially leading to a higher overall environmental impact.

Let me offer you two examples that illustrate why waste prevention (reduction) is so important.
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The first comes from a study we commissioned many years ago that evaluated the environmental 
impacts of delivering different methods of drinking water.

This graph shows the relative impacts for drinking water delivered in a single-use, recyclable PET water 
bottle, recycled at two different rates. A statewide recycling rate of 37% has impacts shown in blue, while 
increasing the statewide recycling rate to 62% reduces impacts as shown in red. As you can see, more 
recycling leads to lower environmental impacts. That’s a good thing. 

(Note: This data allocated the benefits of recycling using what is referred to as the “50/50” allocation 
approach – half of the benefit is shown here, and half is assigned to the subsequent user of the recycled 
plastic. Assigning to the higher recycling scenario the full benefits of recycling would double the gap 
between the two colors. This doesn’t however change the directionality of the comparison, as you’ll see 
in a moment.)

But if recycling is the only tool in our toolbox, we won’t achieve very deep reductions in impacts. 

Fortunately, there are some other techniques and approaches.
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For example, industry could – and many bottlers have, since we published this study – make their bottles 
much thinner. That’s an example of waste prevention, the “reduce” part of “reduce, reuse, recycle.” And 
the relative impacts of that thinner bottle are shown here in green.
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Consumers can also take action. We can drink from the tap, in a reusable bottle. This graph shows a 
“worst case” scenario for tap water. It involves drinking from a reusable bottle, and washing that bottle 
every single day in the brand and model of dishwasher which, by the greatest margin ever failed to 
qualify for EPA’s Energy Star label. So, wash your reusable bottle every day in the worst energy and water 
consuming dishwasher legally sold in the US in the last 20 years, and you get these results here.
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In contrast, if you drink from the tap and wash your reusable bottle once a week in an Energy Star 
compliant dishwasher, you get results shown here in orange. Can’t see them? That’s because they are 
almost zero when compared to the impacts of drinking from a single-use recyclable bottle and recycling it 
at a fairly ambitious rate.

Recycling is helpful, but there’s good reason why prevention and reuse are the priority. Or at least, the
priority in theory.
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Let’s look at another example. Today across the country there is a surge of interest in food waste. Many 
cities are implementing food waste collection programs that aim to collect food waste and send it to a 
compost or anaerobic digestion facility. Let’s examine this through the lens of greenhouse gases.

In 2015, Oregon generated a little over half a million tons of food waste in the solid waste system. If all of 
this waste had been disposed of, the resulting GHG emissions would have been around one quarter of a 
million metric tons of CO2e. 
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But in 2015, Oregon didn’t dispose of all of this food waste. We recovered some – not a lot, but some. 
About 8% was diverted from landfill, either to composting or anaerobic digestion. So the blue bar, which 
is disposal-system emissions shrinks a bit, and we also pick up some credits or offsets as a result of 
improved carbon storage in soils as well as some fossil fuel displacement as a result of biogas capture 
from digestion.
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Oregon has a statutory goal to recover 25% of wasted food through composting or anaerobic digestion 
by 2020. If we had met that goal in 2015 – which we didn’t, but if we had, then the emissions would look 
something like this here.

I want to point out something very important about this graph. All it is showing are emissions from 
disposal facilities, fossil fuel displacement from biogas, and soil carbon storage. That’s the accounting 
framework that is typically used to evaluate waste programs. And in this accounting framework, recovery 
appears to make a big difference. Achieving Oregon’s statutory recovery goal reduces emissions as 
shown here by 30 percent. On a relative basis, that’s quite good. And we could do better. Oregon’s 
recovery goal isn’t particularly ambitious. 

But prevention brings in the potential to effect emissions upstream of the consumer, emissions that 
aren’t shown on this graph. Let’s bring them in and see what happens. First we have to expand our scale.
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Here in green are the emissions associated with producing all of this food. These are the life cycle 
emissions, emissions that we often don’t focus on but which are very real. 

Now in addition to our statutory waste recovery goal, Oregon also has a separate statutory goal to 
reduce overall waste generation. Again, when it comes to food, that’s the “prevent and rescue” part of 
“prevent, rescue, and recover” or “reduce, reuse, and recycle”. This goal is not specific to food, rather, it 
is about all municipal wastes. But if we reduce generation of wasted food at the same rate as this goal, 
then our emissions in 2015 would have looked like this . . . 
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. . . Now we’re starting to move the needle.

If our goal is to reduce GHG emissions, then it should be clear that we need to move upstream. And 
that’s why it is so important to adopt targets to reduce the wasting of food at the source. About two-
thirds of all of the food thrown out in Oregon was, at one point, edible. We should prioritize the 
prevention of that edible wasted food, and reserve the compost system for inedible fractions such as 
bones, pits, peels, skins, and shells. 

But strong recovery messaging can undermine prevention. And that’s why, this year, we’re undertaking 
major new research to see if we can activate prevention and recovery together, as opposed to activating 
recovery and disactivating prevention. 
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Returning to the limitations of focusing just on recycling, we now see the push to make everything 
recyclable and compostable. Let’s explore this one in detail.

Recycling and composting are beneficial, and one of the things holding back higher recovery rates is that 
not all materials are readily recyclable or compostable. So it seems intuitively reasonable: to achieve the 
environmental benefits that higher recovery rates would enable, we need wastes to be easier to recover. 
This will help us achieve zero waste and a circular economy.

How do we know that recycling and composting are beneficial? Common sense. But the benefits of 
recycling and composting have also been quantified using a branch of environmental science called life 
cycle assessment, or LCA.
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It is LCA that has quantified the energy savings, GHG reductions, and other benefits that flow from waste 
recovery. LCA doesn’t tell us everything we need to know, and sometimes it gives us results that run 
contrary to our beliefs. Because of this, some people are skeptical of LCA. I get that, but would encourage 
you to temper your emotions. Again, it is LCA that has demonstrated the benefits of recycling and 
composting.
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Several years ago EPA released this chart here, the results of a life cycle assessment of coffee packaging. 
It compared a steel can, a plastic tub, and a flexible pouch. The can and tub are readily recyclable in many 
parts of the country. The pouch is not. The numbers of this table are resource flows or impacts across the 
entire life cycle. The results are counter-intuitive. Whether you care (animate) about reducing energy 
use, (animate) greenhouse gas emissions, or just solid waste (animate), the flexible pouch always has the 
lowest impacts, even though it has to be disposed of as garbage. 

This inconvenient and counter-intuitive finding was similar to what DEQ had found in our own studies of 
e-commerce packaging, drinking water delivery, and single-family houses. In each of our own studies, we 
had found that popular wisdom didn’t always result in the lower-impact choice.
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What do I mean by “impact”? Water use, toxics emissions and so forth. These are measurable, objective, 
physical flows. It is these impacts that everyone wants to reduce and which LCA strives to measure. 
Historically, impacts have been difficult to measure, so instead, most people turn to a simpler framework 
for selecting eco-groovy materials: attributes. 
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These attributes, such as “biobased” or “compostable” are widely assumed to serve as reasonable 
proxies for low impact materials. If that assumption is valid, then we’re great. Use these attributes, and 
all will be well.

But what if these attributes don’t reliably point in the direction of low-impact choices? That’s what the 
EPA coffee study suggested, as well as DEQ’s own research. We sat with that discomfort for many years, 
hoping that perhaps we were unlucky and had studied atypical outliers.
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And then as the attributes rose in prominence, we decided it was time to evaluate them more formally. 
Specifically, we asked this question:

How well do popular material attributes correlate with reduced environmental impacts?

That’s a very relevant question now, as your product stewardship study bill, SB 5397, directs the 
Department of Ecology to study how to make 100 percent of plastic packaging reusable, recyclable or 
compostable.

To answer this question we conducted a meta-analysis of existing literature. 
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We vacuumed hundreds of LCAs from the last 18 years to see what evidence supported the use of these 
popular attributes. We filtered out some studies for not meeting quality standards. Budget constraints 
forced us to narrow our review even further, focusing on just two broad classes of materials: packaging 
and food service ware, and four attributes: recycled content, recyclable, compostable and biobased.

We found thousands of comparisons, and from these we examined the evidence.
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Just to explain how this works, consider this one example of tuna, packaged either in a recyclable steel 
can, or a non-recyclable pouch. We extract impact data (animate) – in this case – climate change – for 
these two options, and calculate a ratio. (animate) The material with the attribute in question is always 
on the top. A ratio of 1 indicates that the two packages have equal impacts. But in this case, the ratio is 4: 
(animate) the recyclable can has a carbon footprint 4 times that of the non-recyclable pouch, and we 
map that in one of five categories as follows:
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Dark red and dark green indicate meaningful differences. Dark green is an impact ratio less than 0.75, 
showing significantly lower impacts. Dark red is an impact ratio larger than 1.25, showing significantly 
higher impacts. Light red and light green show higher or lower impacts, but not by much. Just remember, 
green tell us the attribute is good, red tells us it isn’t. 
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Here are results for recycled content. This graph compares packages of the same material, with different 
levels of recycled content. The length of these bars is the number of comparisons in the literature. Green 
are comparisons where the attribute – recycled content – results in lower impacts. And this paints a very 
clear picture: once you’ve chosen your packaging material, higher recycled content almost always 
reduces environmental impacts.

And this is what all of you in the collection and processing business make possible. Recycling is not 
collection, of course. Recycling only happens when industry uses separated wastes to produce a new 
product. But you enable that, and it almost always benefits the environment. Thank you.

But what if you’re comparing two different materials that can perform the same function? For example, 
wine in a glass bottle vs. an aseptic carton? The glass may contain recycled content, the aseptic carton 
not. Does it make a difference?
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No. Unlike the last chart, there is no clear pattern here at all. Half the time, packages with more recycled 
content result in lower impacts (shown in green), and half the time they increase impacts (shown in red). 
This attribute is useless when it comes to predicting low-impact materials.  
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Let’s look at our second attribute, recyclability. Just to confirm, recycling and recyclability are not the 
same. Recycling describes a method of sourcing materials for industry. (animate) Recyclability is an 
adjective that describes the ability of something to be recycled. Elemental mercury is highly recyclable, 
but no sane person wants it in commerce.
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So here’s the results from the last 18 years of LCA literature. Green bars are the number of comparisons 
where recyclable packaging, recycled, results in lower impacts. Red bars are the number of comparisons 
where recyclable packaging, recycled, results in higher impacts. In half of all comparisons, the recyclable 
packaging actually worsens environmental outcomes. As a predictor of environmental benefits, this 
attribute is no better than tossing a coin . . . 
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. . . or consulting a Ouija board.

Presented with this evidence, advocates for recyclable packaging observe, correctly, that these LCA 
studies are all backward looking, describing the past, as opposed to a future where we might recycle at a 
higher rate. 

Well, LCA can be used to model future scenarios. And to illustrate this, we’ve just completed a new 
analysis. We returned to coffee and corrected some of the limitations of EPA’s earlier study. Rather than 
only considering current recycling rates, we considered recycling rates up to 100 percent. 
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In this new study, we compare five options: a non-recyclable flexible pouch, and four recyclable options: 
(animate) a steel can, a plastic tub, a plastic can, and a paper/foil can. And we biased this study to be as 
favorable to recyclable packaging as possible. How?
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First, we assume that materials will separate from each other, for example, that the foil and paper in the 
paper can will easily separate at the mill.

Second, we assume that all components will recycle at the same rate. So when the paper can goes to the 
paper mill, not only the paper but also the foil and the steel will all be recycled. Plastic lids and labels will 
recycle at the same rate as the containers. 

Third, even as we modeled recovery rates approaching 100 percent, we assumed no marginal increase in 
the impacts of recycling. That is, obtaining the very last recyclable package in Washington state is no 
more difficult than obtaining the first. 

And fourth, we assumed that all recycled materials actually displace the use of virgin materials in a 1-for-
1 ratio. 

These assumptions are totally bogus, but we made them to be as favorable to recyclable packaging as 
possible.(animate) In contrast, we assumed that flexible packaging can never be recycled, and that its 
impacts can never be reduced.

(animate) We calculate the break-even points for the four recyclable packages. These are the recovery 
rates above which, the recyclable packages, recycled, have lower impacts over their life cycle than the 
non-recyclable packaging.
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In green we have breakeven points we’ve already passed. Here, the recyclable containers today already 
have lower impact than the flexible package sent to landfill.

If we could get recovery rates even higher, shown here in yellow . .  .
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. . . then the recyclable packaging starts to look better. But note that most of these are fairly high rates 
for the package which is actually the least recyclable – the foil/paper lined can.
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And in all other cases, here in red, even if you recycle these recyclable containers and all of their 
components at a rate of 100 percent, and even with all of the other crazy assumptions we made, you’re 
still ending up with higher impacts to the environment than the nonrecyclable pouch sent to landfill. And 
this is not just about climate.

So why are we so keen to mandate recyclable packaging? 

Or how about compostable packaging? 
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Back to our first study, we find no consistent pattern whatsoever. Sometimes impacts are increased, and 
sometimes they’re reduced. Because not all compostable packaging is the same. Different feedstocks and 
manufacturing processes result in very different impacts. And that’s what matters.

Now in the last year, many large companies have committed to make 100% of their packaging recyclable, 
compostable or reusable. And yet they haven’t committed to actually choose packaging that reduces 
impacts. 

Worse, nearly all of these brands assume that the waste recovery community will just gladly accept 
whatever they put into the marketplace. Many intend to make their rigid packaging recyclable and their 
flexible packaging compostable. That means compostable candy wrappers, cereal liners, bandaid 
wrappers, and so forth. And there is no compost facility that is prepared for the onslaught of 
contamination that will occur when compostable consumer goods packaging becomes mainstream.
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That’s one reason why, this spring, all 13 of the compost facilities that accept food waste from Oregon 
published this joint statement, calling for a “time out” on compostable packaging. Their experience is 
that compostable items serve as a Trojan horse, bringing with them non-compostable items that impair 
the production of finished compost product that customers are willing to buy. Oregon’s industry is saying 
that product and feedstock quality is no less important than feedstock quantity or tip fee revenue.
They’re saying that aggressive landfill diversion goals risk undermining the economic viability of their 
industry. Sustainability may require composting, but the composting itself needs to be sustainable. 
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If the goal is landfill diversion or recovery, then recycling and composting are treated as equals. 
Environmentally, they are not. Recycling of engineered materials, such as packaging, is of benefit because 
these materials have embodied value, and recycling allows some of the value to be maintained, thereby 
conserving energy and reducing pollution. In contrast, the composting of packaging largely destroys and 
dissipates value. Some packaging degrades to just carbon dioxide and water. It is called “zero waste” but 
could also be called a “total waste”, a waste of all of the energy and resources that went into producing 
this valuable material. Recycling packaging is almost always better than composting it. Zero waste treats 
them as equals.
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In theory, zero waste might also activate solutions across all of the upper tiers of this hierarchy. But in 
practice that rarely happens. After all, if the goal is just to keep stuff out of landfill, everything above 
disposal is equally good. Recycling and composting are a whole lot easier than prevention and reuse. 
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On that note, that’s why Oregon has a recovery and (animate) a generation goal. We congratulate the
Department of Ecology for deciding to start emphasizing waste generation statistics here in Washington 
state. Our generation goal activates solutions in the upper tiers of the hierarchy, and is one reason that 
Oregon is investing seriously in prevention and reuse. 

Zero waste also frames the problem needing to be solved as a problem of the evil landfill. What does this 
tell the public? 
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Putting stuff in landfills is bad! I’m Joe Citizen. If I shouldn’t put stuff in my garbage can, where should I 
put it? Hmm . . . Is it any surprise that we have so much contamination? And what does contamination 
do?
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The NORPAC paper mill in Longview produces more than half a million tons of paper annually. It used to 
purchase waste paper from across the western US. But this graph here . . . 
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. . . shows what happened as recycling programs focused incessantly on landfill diversion while ignoring 
quality. Pulper rejects as a percentage of total inputs grew, from 1% to more than 20 percent. NORPAC 
spent millions in capital upgrades and operational costs to try and make this work. But at the end of the 
day, NORPAC pulled the plug. Recycling failed at NORPAC because community programs and brands alike 
are too focused on consumer-level landfill diversion.
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But landfills in this country only contribute around one percent of the impacts of materials. If the public 
and policymakers believe that the problem is a landfill problem, then we will fail to activate the upstream 
solutions that are essential for a sustainable future.

Let me share a story. About 12 years ago, I was involved in the early years of the Sustainable Packaging 
Coalition. SPC's members were in engaged in efforts to understand and reduce environmental impacts 
across the full life cycle. SPC created a software tool that allowed designers to undertake rapid screening-
level LCAs.

I wandered away from SPC for about a decade and returned three years ago. I was stunned at the 
transformation. Attending the annual conference, I witnessed several senior managers from Fortune 500 
companies take to the podium and proclaim (I paraphrase) “We used to evaluate a variety of 
environmental impacts for our packaging options. But our marketing department doesn't appreciate that 
nuance. Our customers just want packaging to be recyclable, so we’re just going to make everything 
recyclable and declare victory, environmental impacts be damned.“

How did this happen? Why did industry abandon holistic, science-based evaluation of materials in favor 
of simply making everything recyclable and compostable? If you ask these businesses they answer 
consistently: we're responding to consumer activism. Many of us in this room have helped to engineer 
that public opinion. Myself included. Mea culpa.

It turns out that industry is listening, but we’re making the wrong request. Recyclable and compostable 
packaging will accomplish zero solid waste, but will it reduce the wastes that really matter? 
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How did we arrive at this unhappy place? 
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The steady drumbeat of ever-increasing diversion or recovery goals, advocated for by earnest, 
progressive local governments has created a Gordian knot where government outreach creates public 
demand. That public demand manifests itself in corporate pledges and policy mandates by state and local 
governments. Businesses take advantage of the momentum to engage in greenwashing, saying “my 
package is recyclable, I’m eco-groovy”, thereby amplifying the message and the cycle repeats itself.  

In the case of recyclable and compostable everything, this is not going to end well. It is radically 
insufficient. There is no clear path, no strategy for how achieving zero solid waste will ever get us to the 
place we need to be. What we are building instead is a system of unsustainable circularity. (ANIMATE) 
Unsustainable because the sheer volume of materials churning in circulation are so high, and the impacts 
of producing those materials so large, that even if we recycle and compost them all, the benefits of 
recovery can never mitigate the impacts such that they are below the limits necessary for sustainability. 
This is a biophysical fact. It is horribly inconvenient but if you care about the environment, I urge you to 
either demonstrate where we got our math wrong, or, if you can’t, to appreciate what that science is 
telling us and shift course. An agenda of recycling only, or recycling first, is no better than rearranging on 
the deck chairs on the Titanic.

You may think by this point that DEQ really has it in for zero waste. We don't. Zero waste has several 
advantages we can learn from. First and foremost is its simplicity. As a communications frame or slogan, 
it is brilliant. Clearly, it has the power to move masses. But we ask: what are we moving people for? To 
focus on a relatively small and inconsequential waste stream, one that is ripe with unintended and 
perverse consequences? Or something more profound? Zero waste, or zero wastes?
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Albert Einstein is attributed with saying "everything should be as simple as possible, but not simpler." 
When "zero waste" was simplified to only mean garbage, its soul was lost, and we need to reclaim it.
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So here’s what I would recommend:

(animate) I'd like to see governments adopt better goals and metrics, including generation rates, or 
better yet, goals denominated in the very environmental impacts we want to reduce, such as toxics or 
energy use. That’s the new measurement approach that Oregon is developing, and we’re happy to share 
it.

(animate) Recycling educators, please, stop talking about the evil landfill. I know it is easy and it 
resonates with people, but it is disrupting and inhibiting the changes and behaviors we need to achieve 
for a sustainable future.

(animate) Recycling programs need to align collection with markets; and treat recyclables first and 
foremost as commodities. Cities need to stop treating recycling collection as an extension of the garbage 
system, and start managing collection for what it always should have been: a key element in the supply 
chain of feedstocks for industry. That requires a much stronger focus on quality. One way of 
strengthening that relationship between generators, collectors and users of recycled materials is to make 
the ultimate end users, the producers, share in the responsibility for collection, through extended 
producer responsibility. 
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The idea that those who make a product or package should share in the responsibility for managing it at 
end of life – is sweeping the globe. Indeed, the US is now the only advanced economy without EPR – or 
plans for EPR - for packaging. We are in the noble company of Venezuela, Burkina Faso, and Mongolia. 
And when the public and policymakers come to understand this, we will have EPR. The question is, what 
will it look like? Will it be EPR for zero waste? Or will it be broader product stewardship that is informed 
by science? To those of you in the room that are members of WRRA, I’d encourage you to rethink your 
strategy of standing on the sidelines and throwing rocks. This truck is moving. Respectfully, you can either 
get in the cab and help steer it, or you can get run over. 
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(animate) Even as we improve recycling, we also need to expand our toolbox. There is so much untapped 
potential in prevention and reuse. And there are still other approaches such as cleaner production and 
sustainable consumption.

(animate) Product and packaging design should consider Design for the Environment, broadly, as 
opposed to simply design for recycling and composting. Just to be clear, there is nothing inherently 
wrong with recyclable or compostable materials, so long as the infrastructure exists to manage them. The 
problem is rather assuming that if something is recoverable, the problem is solved. As our research 
shows, sometimes recyclable and compostable packaging is the lower impact choice. And sometimes it 
isn't. Recyclable isn't enough. We need materials to be recyclable and low impact, and of those two, low 
impact is the more important. Our society's focus on recyclability or compostability without even asking 
about impacts is completely upside down - we're focusing on the smaller issue and ignoring the larger 
ones. 

(animate) Our community needs to invest internal capacity in understanding the environmental impacts 
of materials. The impacts are too complex, and too important, to keep guessing about.

(animate) We need to maintain recycling and composting in our minds and our policies as means to an 
end. Not something to maximize for the sake of maximizing, but something to optimize in order to 
achieve a higher good. 

I may have upset some of you. That brings me no pleasure. But it hurts even more to see the very real 
environmental problems unfolding around us, and so much good motivation so oddly directed.  
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Environmentally, we are living in increasingly desperate times. They call for strong and disruptive change, 
not incremental tweaks. We don’t have another 20 years to fiddle around and go down blind alleys or try 
to perfect solutions that at best will reduce impacts by three percent.  
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Caring for the environment requires that we break free from the narrow box of solid waste. It requires 
that we pay attention to the much larger impacts of the materials that eventually become solid waste. 
We need to reclaim the meaning of "zero waste" so that is about all wastes, not just solid waste.

The changes I’m suggesting will not be easy. Some will be disruptive, some will run contrary to popular 
wisdom, recent legislative advocacy, and our own deeply held beliefs. But popular wisdom, while always 
popular, is not always wise. Focusing on one piece of the life cycle while ignoring the rest is not a formula 
for success. 
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We would be wise to reflect on this advice, also from Albert Einstein: “We cannot solve our problems 
with the same thinking we used when we created them.”

Thank you.
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